Unitarian Universalist Fellowship of Kamloops
B*UU*LETIN
up-to-the-moment news & announcements
DECEMBER 2016
CALENDAR
DECEMBER’S THEME: EXPECTATION
WORSHIP SERVICES
Sunday, Dec. 4 – 10:00 am: “You Can’t Always Get What You Want…” (Rev. Helen, with Jim G.)
Sunday, Dec. 11 – 10:00 am: Contemplative service (Gerda M.)
Sunday, Dec. 18 – 10:00 am: Shades of Blue – Christmas is not always a happy or joyous time, especially
for those who’ve had loss or struggle dominating their lives. As the darkest night of the year approaches,
this service is a chance to reflect on loss and hold hope in the company of others. (Rev. Helen with Bevin
A.) We will share our plate this Sunday with Kamloops Immigrant Services Society.
Saturday, Dec. 24 – 7:00 pm: Christmas Eve Candles & Tales service (Rev. Helen with Heather A., Anne N.
& John Hunter N.) Offering for the Minister’s Discretionary Fund.
NO SERVICES will be held on DEC. 25th or JAN. 1st
PROGRAMS & GROUPS
Tuesday, Dec. 13th 11:30 am – 1:00 pm @ The Smorgasbord (225 - 7th Ave, near Victoria): Theology
without Borders: An opportunity to share food and conversation about faith, spirituality, and our life
experiences in a complex world. Inclusive, respectful, no right of wrong questions & seeking no definitive
conclusions. Everyone welcome! Food and drink costs not included.
Thursday, Dec. 15th 10:00 am– 12:00 pm: Book group: Colene P. hosts at her home.
Thursday, Dec. 15th – 3:00 pm: Fellowship Christmas Amalgamated hamper-packing activity organized by
the Social Action Group. Contact Anne N.
Wednesday, Dec. 21st 11:45 am: Women’s Christmas Lunch. Group meets at the Noble Pig. Contact
Heather G.

Rev. Helen has office space!
Thanks to the generosity of a Fellowship member, Rev. Helen now has access to private meeting space
located in suite #206 - 142 Victoria St. on Tuesday afternoons between 12 noon to 2:00 pm. Please call if
you would like to arrange a time to meet with Rev. Helen (250) 572-2018. Other options also available.
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DECEMBER Theme Talk: What does it mean to be a people of “Expectation”?

Spiritual Exercise Option A: Your Perhaps Poem
These “Perhaps Poems” challenge us to turn our deepest assumptions and expectations on their head. Doubt
even the most basic and beloved things, and do it with joy! Consider joining this playful upsetting of apple carts
this month by writing your own “perhaps poem.” There are plenty of them on the website linked below to
inspire you! Bring your perhaps poem to your group and share the journey of its creation,
Perhaps Poems: http://www.beyond-the-pale.uk/perhaps.htm

Spiritual Exercise Option B: Remember the Water!
We allow our expectations to control us rather than us controlling them. We have the power to choose and yet
we regularly forget it when it comes to the most mundane moments of our lives. This is the challenge that
author, David Foster Wallace, lifted up in his remarkable 2005 Commencement speech. This month challenge
yourself with the same message:
●
Make time to repeatedly watch and meditate on his speech: “This is Water”
https://dotsub.com/view/6b8cc93f-3b53-486b-a1ce-025ffe6c9c52
●
lives.

Pay extra attention to the way Wallace links our forgetting with the most mundane moments in our

●

Figure out where the call or challenge is for you.

●

Exercise your power to choose! Find opportunities to “remember the water” and practice choosing.

Spiritual Exercise Option C: A Ritual of Expectation
Solstice fire rituals. Christmas advent wreaths and calendars. Hanukkah candles. This is the season of ritual -rituals of preparation and expectation to be exact. Expecting and trusting the light to return is no easy task. It’s
one thing to intellectually believe that the dark always gives way to the light; it’s quite another to feel it in your
bones.
All religions say this task is much easier with ritual, and with rituals done together. So this month, recruit your
family or circle of friends and engage one of the winter rituals of expectation. Here are a few links to help you
decide which might be right for you:
●

Hanukkah: http://tinyurl.com/prkve8s

●

Advent: http://adventforatheists.weebly.com

●

Solstice: http://tinyurl.com/pdty2tm

●

Kwanzaa: http://www.officialkwanzaawebsite.org/celebrating.shtml
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●

UU Family Christmas rituals: http://tinyurl.com/ob2ld8a

Remember, this is a creative task. Be sure to adapt the ritual (unless you are celebrating Kwanzaa; see link
above) to fit your unique circumstances and beliefs.

Your Question
As always, don’t treat these questions like “homework” or a list that needs to be covered in its entirety. Instead,
simply pick the one question that “hooks” you most and let it lead you where you need to go. The goal of these
questions is not to help you analyze what expectation means, but to figure out what being a person of
expectation means for you today. So, which question is calling to you?
1.

What if “it” begins this very month?! What would happen if you knew this month was going to be the
start of some yet-to-be discovered new adventure?

2.

Are you expecting too much of yourself?

3.

Are you expecting too little?

4.

Have you been chasing an expectation too long? Is it time to let it go?

5.

Did the lessons your parents taught you about the power and possibility of expectation prove correct?

6.

Are your holiday expectations set too high?

7.

Are your holiday expectations too low? Isn’t this a time of expecting miracles?

8.

What happens to you when you don’t get what you expect? Is there work there for you?

9.

Are you sure you shouldn’t wait just a little bit more? Is life asking you to be patient just a little bit
longer? Are you sure that expectation of yours isn’t right around the bend?

10.

Do you expect the best or the worst of people? Are they innocent until proven guilty or guilty until
proven innocent?

11.

Are you really open to “whatever comes”?

12.

Has the weight of societal expectations become more than you want to bear alone?

13.

What’s your question? Your question may not be listed above. As always, if the above questions don't
include what life is asking from you, spend the month listening to your days to hear it.

“Expectation” Resources

Wise Words

Definition: a belief that something will happen or is
likely to happen; a feeling or belief about how
successful, good, etc., someone or something
will be (from Merriam Webster)

God give us rain when we expect sun.
Give us music when we expect trouble.
Give us tears when we expect breakfast.
Give us dreams when we expect a storm.
Give us a stray dog when we expect congratulations.
God play with us, turn us sideways and around.
— Michael Leunig

Synonyms: anticipation, assumption, hope, probability,
belief
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A Walk
My eyes already touch the sunny hill,
going far ahead of the road I have begun.
So we are grasped by what we cannot grasp;
It has its inner light even from a distanceAnd changes us, even if we do not reach it,
into something else, which hardly sensing it,
we already are;
A gesture waves us on, answering our own wave…
but what we feel is the wind in our faces.
— Rainer Marie Rilke

I believe that we live the story we tell ourselves–and
others–about the life we’re leading…If you
constantly interview your child for pain, your
child may begin to hear a story of social
suffering emerge from her own mouth. Soon she
will begin to believe it and will see herself as a
victim. — Michael Thompson
If your heart is a volcano, how shall you expect flowers
to bloom? — Khalil Gibran

Patience is the virtue that shows us that the time of the
soul and the time of the spirit are different than
everyday time. Patience is required to be in
healthy connection with soul and spirit. Patience
concerns a particular form or way of waiting; it
is one filled with expectation. — Robert Sardello

Draw closer to the deep meanings of hope — hope is a
movement within the human person that sees
the present and all its prospects, or lack thereof,
in light of some other prospect, something good,
or even slightly better, that is to come. It
recognizes that what is presently possible might
not be all there is. Hope holds out and holds on.
— Michael Downey
Expectations are resentments under construction. —
Anne Lamott

Our expectations frame our view of what is to come.
Too often that frame is distorted by
preoccupations with where we have been, like
trying to walk forward while staring back over
your shoulder. Instead if we look to the vision of
the future we seek, our highest aims, we create
expectations that face us fully forward into our
lives. Each step going forward toward that
vision is also grounded in our present experience
and creates a dialogue between what is true in
our life and our expectations for what it can be.
— Rev. Dr. Frances Sink, Soul Matters Minister

When I first hear the word expectation, I am most
tempted to say something like this: Expectation
runs ahead of the present moment, teasing us
into believing we know what the next moment
will contain, tempting us to assert that we know
what the next moment should consist of.
Expectation is something we need to let go of,
that gets in the way of truly being with,
accepting, and loving one another.
But I recognize that part of what I’m doing there is
understanding expectation as judgment, expectation as
privilege. Expectation as something that gets in the way
of my ability to live in the moment, to be present to
what is real right now.
But expectation also leads us on, urges us on, doesn’t it?
I know that I live in expectation. I expect the sun to rise
tomorrow. I expect that I’ll be surprised again and
again at the harm we can do one another. And I expect
that I’ll be surprised again and again by the beauty in
the world, and the depth of love that people can have
for other people. I expect it. And it draws me on. —
Rev. Joe Cleveland, Soul Matters Minister
The seasons may return with regularity, but these
holidays do not simply celebrate the cycles of time.
Instead, they tell stories about unexpected turns in
human history. They express a form of faith that dares
to reflect on human expectations being upset. … The
Jewish and Christian holidays remind us to find the mark
of God less in the regularities of nature than in the
unexpected turns that life can take. — John Buehrens
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“The Moment of Magic” by Rev. Victoria Safford http://www.uua.org/worship/words/meditation/moment-ofmagic
“Expect Nothing” by Alice Walker http://www.goodreads.com/quotes/42100-expect-nothing-live-frugally-onsurprise-become-a-stranger-to
“Things to Think” by Robert Bly http://tinyurl.com/p7gdae4
“The Unexpected Visitor” a sermon by the Rev. Kate Landis https://s3-us-west-2.amazonaws.com/sermonsuuac/2011/apr172011.pdf
“Skydiving” A reflection on what happens when what we think will happen doesn’t match up with what actually
happens! https://revgretchenhaley.wordpress.com/2014/02/03/skydiving-reflection-by-doug-powell/
“Perhaps” by Shu Ting http://www.ayearofbeinghere.com/2013/12/shu-ting-perhaps.html

Videos & Podcasts
“How to Become Batman” A podcast about the power of expectations: “Alix and Lulu examine the surprising
effect our expectations can have on the people around us. Plus, the story of a blind man who says expectations
have helped him see. Yes, see." http://www.npr.org/programs/invisibilia/378577902/how-to-become-batman
“Don’t Interview for Pain” A podcast centered on the quote “I believe that we live the story we tell ourselves and others - about the life we’re leading.” http://gretchenrubin.com/happiness_project/2015/09/podcast-28/
StoryCorps - A three-minute film about a black man, his white mother, and the brutality he faced - because of
others’ expectations - when pulled over by police:
https://www.facebook.com/Upworthy/videos/1069739096400281/
“The Other Letter” In this Ikea Christmas commercial, children are asked to write two letters: one to The Three
Kings (Spain’s version of Santa) and one to their parents. http://tinyurl.com/ohv8v28
Human Clip #2: Death is not the end of everything https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RWKNwzGL8C0
How expectations about aging affects a young couple http://twistedsifter.com/videos/young-couple-getsincreasingly-aged-with-make-up-and-revealed-to-each-other/

Articles & Online
“How the Power of Expectations Can Allow You to Bend Reality” by Gareth Cook
http://www.scientificamerican.com/article/how-the-power-of-expectations-can-allow-you-to-bend-reality/
“What We Expect Is What We Get” - If you want to change your experiences, change your expectations, studies
tell us (again). What you think will happen may really affect you physically. Psychology Today has posted four
studies that support and tease out the concept:
http://lifehacker.com/5807819/what-we-expect-is-what-we-get
https://www.psychologytoday.com/blog/the-big-questions/201105/we-see-in-others-what-we-expect-see
“Children: When Expectations Don’t Meet Reality” http://www.pbs.org/parents/special/article-expectationsmeetreality.html
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The world is full of surprising treasures - http://boredomtherapy.com/hidden-usb-treasurehunt/?as=6025460698084
Expectations that Empower http://www.upworthy.com/a-dad-took-photos-of-his-daughter-as-history-makingwomen-and-they-are-incredible?c=upw1&u=41aa6fc0057fcfdc850d917bc669deaf216c544e
Advent for Atheists (website resource) Created by a UU Soul Matters member Becca Boerger, this website
offers a description of the traditional advent candles ritual, themes for each of the four weeks of advent and
great readings to guide you on your way. http://adventforatheists.weebly.com/advent-an-introduction.html
When Expectations Meet Reality (A bit of fun) http://justsomething.co/the-34-most-hilarious-pinterest-failsever/

Books
Mind Over Mind by Chris Berdik -- from the author’s website: “Mind Over Mind offers a captivating look at the
frontiers of expectations research revealing how our brains work in the future tense and how our assumptions –
about the next few milliseconds or the next few years – bend reality.”
Expectation Hangover: Overcoming Disappointments in Work, Love, and Life by Christine Hassler -- from the
book review: “Expectation Hangovers happen when a desired result is not met, an outcome is achieved but it
does not give us the feelings we thought it would, life throws us a curveball, or we simply do not feel we are
living up to the expectations placed upon us (by ourselves or others).”
Seven Spiritual Gifts of Waiting by Holly Whitcomb -- from the book review: In America, waiting presents an
enormous challenge. We are impatient, "fix-it" kinds of people — and not all situations can be fixed. This book
presents seven spiritual gifts that waiting can teach us: Patience, Loss of Control, Live in the Present,
Compassion, Gratitude, Humility, and Trust in God. An excellent resource during times of waiting within the
church year including Advent and Lent, the book includes spiritual exercises and reflection questions for
personal or group use as well as a retreat design.
Unplug the Christmas Machine: A Complete Guide to Putting Love and Joy Back into the Season by Jo Robinson
and Jean C. Staeheli -- from the book review: In the pages of Unplug the Christmas Machine, Jo Robinson and
Jean Coppock Staeheli answer the questions they have heard most often in their many years of talking with
people about Christmas, such as: "How can I reduce the stress of preparing for Christmas?" "How can I make our
celebration more spiritual and less materialistic?"
List of books for children and families about expectation: http://amzn.com/w/1675HLJDDA067
Movies & Television
How the Grinch Stole Christmas - A classic television show about what happens when things don’t go according
to the Grinch’s expectations. http://www.imdb.com/title/tt0060345
500 Days of Summer - A romantic comedy about how our expectations about love influence our experience of
love. http://www.imdb.com/title/tt1022603/?ref_=kw_li_tt
October Sky - This is “the true story of Homer Hickam, a coal miner's son who was inspired by the first Sputnik
launch to take up rocketry against his father's wishes.” The main character sets his sights on the stars even as he
comes to terms with his father’s limiting expectations. http://www.imdb.com/title/tt0132477/
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